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Numerical simulations using large eddy simulation (LES) and Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier–Stokes
(URANS) are carried out to identify the underlying mechanisms that govern the early soot evolution process in an
n-dodecane spray flame at 21% O2 by molar concentration. A two-equation phenomenological soot model is used
here to simulate soot formation and oxidation. Both ignition delay time (IDT) and lift-off length (LOL) are found
to agree with experimental measurements. The transient evolution of soot mass, in particularly the soot spike
phenomenon, is captured in the present LES cases, but not in the URANS cases. Hence, a comparison of numerical
results from LES and URANS simulations is conducted to provide a better insight of this phenomenon. LES is able
to predict the rapid increasing soot mass during the early stage of soot formation due to having a large favorable
region of equivalence ratio (ϕ > 1.5) and temperature (T > 1800 K) for soot formation. This favorable region
increases and then decreases to reach a quasi-steady state in the LES case, while it continues to increase in the
URANS simulation during the early time. In addition, the soot spike is a consequence of the competition between
soot formation and oxidation rates. The time instance when the total soot mass reaches peak value coincides with
the time instance when the total mass of soot precursor reaches a plateau. The soot spike is formed due to the
continuous increase of oxidizing species in the LES case which leads to a more dominant oxidation process than
the formation process.

1. Introduction
Diesel engines with a series of advantages such as strong propulsion,
high thermal efficiency and fuel economy have been employed in
transportation and other industrial applications. However, in order to
comply with the ever more stringent emission regulations and standards,
a great amount of effort have been placed to reduce emissions (e.g. soot)
from diesel engines.
To better understand the soot formation processes, experimental
studies are carried out in a constant volume vessel with controlled
ambient density (ρam ) and temperature (Tam ) conditions which resemble
those of direct injection diesel engines [1,2]. A great amount of exper
imental and numerical efforts are placed in studying Spray A in the
Engine Combustion Network (ECN), which uses a nozzle with a diameter
of 90 μm to inject n-dodecane (C12H26) fuel. The baseline ambient con
ditions for Spray A are standardized to Tam = 900 K, ρam = 22.8 kg/m3 ,

and an oxygen (O2) mole fraction of 15%. A recent progress review [3]
has summarized the soot experiments from ECN in investigating the
temporal evolution of soot volume fraction (SVF) for Spray A under the
baseline ambient conditions. Cenker et al. [4,5] measured the total soot
mass in a window with a length of 67.2 mm in the axial direction using
the laser extinction coupled with the laser induced incandescence for
Spray A under varying O2 levels (13%, 15%, and 21% mole fraction). For
the laser extinction, a modulated HeNe laser beam with the wavelength
of 632.8 mm was passed through the soot regions and collected by a
collection system which was able to measure the light intensity after
passing through the soot regions. The soot optical thickness can be
calculated based on the relation between the incident light intensity and
the light intensity after passing through the soot regions. Following Mie
theory [6], the SVF can be calculated from the obtained soot optical
thickness. The spatial distribution of the SVF in a selected cross-section
can be qualitatively measured using the laser induced incandescence.
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The measured total soot mass by Cenker et al. [4,5] shows a peak at early
time, which then stabilizes and reaches a quasi-steady state (QSS) value.
This phenomenon is henceforth known as the soot spike. However, no
explanation has been provided in the literature, which is likely due to
the limited information about species distribution and obtainable soot
chemistry in the measurements.
Numerical models, once being validated, can be used to elucidate
different phenomena and expand on the limited details from experi
mental measurements. To gain a better understanding of the soot for
mation processes, different soot models (e.g sectional soot model and
phenomenological soot model) [7–9] have been proposed to study soot
formation processes in Spray A. With the implementation of the wellstirred reactor (WSR) model where turbulence chemistry interaction
(TCI) is not considered, Wang et al. [9] and Razak et al. [7] were able to
capture the overall steady-state SVF with varying O2 levels in their
Unsteady Reynolds Navier–Stokes (URANS) simulations. However, the
soot spike was not captured. It is known that considering TCI has a
significant effect on the combustion characteristics, such as ignition
delay time (IDT), lift-off length (LOL), and the thickness of the reacting
zone [10–13]. Many TCI models have been employed in numerical
studies of combustion processes for Spray A with Tam = 900 K and
varying O2 levels (13%, 15%, and 21% mole fraction). Fernandez et al.
[14] who implemented the transported probability density function
(TPDF) model with the Euclidean minimum spanning tree (EMST) as the
micro-mixing model, were able to capture the soot spike using their
URANS setup. However, Chishty et al. [15] who coupled the TPDF
model with the interaction by exchange with mean (IEM), were not able
to capture the soot spike in their URANS simulation. In addition, Luc
chini et al. [16] compared the soot evolution by coupling the tabulated
kinetics with three different combustion models: WSR, presumed PDF,
and representative interactive flamelets (RIF). Their study showed that
RIF is the only model that can capture the soot spike. It is clear that using
different TCI models and TPDF micro-mixing models of molecular
transport leads to different mixture distribution prediction, which re
sults in different prediction in soot behavior. Although some of the
aforementioned works reproduced the experimental trend of early soot
evolution observed in ECN, no detailed explanation on the soot transient
behavior, in particularly soot spike, is provided.
It is noteworthy that all the aforementioned works were carried out
in the URANS framework. Aubagnac-Karkar et al. [8] speculated that the
large eddy simulation (LES) approach may be able to capture the soot
spike phenomenon due to a better prediction of air/fuel mixing. There
are various studies on soot formation of Spray A using LES [13,17,18].
However, these works mainly focused on the soot formation processes at
the QSS instead of the early stage of soot formation. Setting against this
background, the objective of the present study is to investigate the early
soot evolution where more emphasis is placed onto identifying the
mechanisms behind the formation of the soot spike. This aim is achieved
by performing LES of Spray A at different O2 levels of 15% and 21%.
Implicit LES and URANS results are also provided as a comparison with
the LES results.
The paper is organized as follows. The case descriptions are provided
in Section 2. The numerical methods and computational setup are pre
sented in Section 3. Analysis on the combustion characteristics and
transient evolution of soot with a focus on soot spike are shown in
Section 4. The conclusion of this work is highlighted in the last section.

6.1 ms, respectively. The fuel is n-dodecane with a fuel temperature of
373 K. The ambient temperature and density are 900 K and 22.8 kg/m3 ,
respectively. The ambient O2 level for the non-reacting case is set to 0%.
The reacting spray cases with different ambient O2 mole fraction (15%
and 21%) are representative of the diesel combustion with and without
exhaust gas recirculation (EGR).
3. Numerical methods
The simulation work is performed using OpenFOAM-v1712. The
computational time step is set to 0.05 μs. Second-order schemes are used
for the spatial and temporal discretization. No-slip boundaries are
employed to all walls. The computational domain corresponds to the
experimental constant volume vessel, which is a cube with a length of
108 mm for each side. In this study, three different meshes (mesh A, B,
and C) are used to conduct the mesh convergence study. The details of
these three meshes are illustrated in Fig. 1. Mesh A (2.9 million cells)
and mesh C (19.1 million cells) have a uniform mesh size of 0.25 mm and
0.125 mm, respectively, in a refined mesh region which covers the whole
axial region with a radius of 15 mm. Mesh B (6.0 million cells) has a base
mesh of 0.25 mm that covers the spray flame region (15 mm radially and
108 mm axially from the nozzle location) and a finer mesh of 0.125 mm
near the nozzle region (6 mm radially and 15 mm axially from the nozzle
location). For all three meshes, coarser mesh resolution is used outside
the spray flame region.
3.1. LES submodels
In this study, the traditional Lagrangian-parcel Eulerian-fluid
approach is used to model the spray, flow, and combustion processes.
The injected liquid phase of C12H26 fuel is modeled as discrete parcels,
where each parcel represents a group of spherical droplets whose posi
tion, size, and physical properties are similar. The injection velocity can
be calculated based on the mass flow rate and discharge coefficient (cf.
Section 2). The primary breakup is considered by injecting computa
tional parcels with the Rosin–Rammler distribution [21]. In the Rosin
–Rammler distribution, the maximum droplet size is equal to the
diameter of injector nozzle. The minimum droplet size is set to 10% of
the maximum droplet size. The mean value of droplet size is set to 70%
of the maximum droplet size. Similar settings for the droplet sizes are
used in [22,23]. The secondary breakup of the droplets is modeled using
the Reitz-Diwakar model [24], where the stripping breakup constant
(Cs ) is set to 10. The combination of the Rosin–Rammler model and the
Reitz-Diwakar model has been widely used to model breakup process of
spray [25,26]. Collision between particles is not taken into account due

2. Case descriptions
The experimental reference cases for the present numerical study
correspond to Spray A from ECN. Detailed description of the experi
mental vessel and measurement methods is provided in [1,19,20]. The
injection and operating conditions of Spray A are listed as follows. The
fuel injector nozzle diameter, discharge coefficient and half cone angle
are 90 μm, 0.89, and 10∘ , respectively. The injection pressure, injection
mass flow rate and injection duration are 150 MPa, 2.295 g/s, and

Fig. 1. Cut planes of different meshes (top: mesh A and C, bottom: mesh B) and
mixture fraction, Z.
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to their minor effect on penetration [27]. The gas phase is described
using the spatially filtered transport equations for LES [28,29]. The subgrid scale is modeled using the dynamic k-equation model [29]. The
effect of the resolved flow field on the droplets is modeled by the drag
force model [30]. The sub-grid turbulence effect on the droplets is
accounted for via a sub-grid droplet dispersion model [31]. In addition,
the Ranz-Marshall correlation is employed to calculate the heat transfer
between the liquid and gas phases. This model has been used in [15,32].

corresponding descriptions and model constants are summarized in
Table 1, where p is the gas pressure and pref is the atmospheric pressure.
The model constants are kept the same as those reported in [32]. They
were calibrated to predict soot formation in n-heptane fuel spray com
bustion using URANS.
The source term of Eq. (2), dNdtsoot , which denotes the instantaneous
production rate of soot particles, is given as follows:
dN soot
= NA ωinc − ωcoag
dt

3.2. Chemical mechanism and combustion model

The coagulation rate (ωcoag ) is expressed as below:

In this study, the skeletal mechanism developed by Yao et al. [33] is
used to simulate C12H26 fuel oxidation. This skeletal mechanism consists
of 54 species and 269 reactions. The WSR combustion model is
employed in the current LES. With this model, the mixture in each cell is
assumed to be homogeneous [34,35]. The chemistry coordinate map
ping (CCM) approach is used with the WSR model to accelerate the
temporal integration of chemical reaction rates. The CCM resolutions
are fixed at 5 K, 0.01, 0.025, and 0.001 for temperature, mass fraction of
element, scalar dissipation rate, and mass fraction of fuel, respectively.
The details of CCM are available in [36–38]. Implementation of WSRCCM in LES can be found in [18,39].

ωcoag = Ccoag

(
)1/2 (
)1/6
24kB T
6Msoot

ρsoot

ρsoot π

(6)

N 11/6
soot

where the model constant, soot density, and Boltzmann’s consant are
Ccoag = 3, ρsoot = 2000 kg/m3, and kB = 1.38054 × 10− 23 J/K,
respectively.
Meanwhile, the SVF is calculated from the soot mass fraction and is
expressed as follows,
SVF =

3.3. Soot model

ρYsoot
ρsoot

(7)

4. Results and discussion

In order to simulate the soot formation and oxidation processes, a
multi-step phenomenological soot model is employed in the present
study [32], where the soot model is modified from the one proposed by
Leung et al. [40]. The soot model considers soot inception, coagulation,
soot surface growth, soot oxidation by O2 as well as soot oxidation by
hydroxyl radical (OH). In this model, acetylene (C2H2) is selected as the
soot precursor for inception and gas phase molecular adsorption for
surface growth. Although polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon is a better
soot precursor, C2H2 has been widely used in many studies [13–15,35].
Pang et al. [35] investigated the chemical kinetics on soot formation.
They found that C2H2 is applicable as the soot precursor when the
ambient O2 level is high. Two transport equations are solved for the soot
mass fraction (Ysoot ) and soot particle number density (ϕN ). These two
equations are expressed as follows:
(
)
∂
∂
∂ μt ∂Ysoot
dM soot
(ρYsoot ) + (ρuj Ysoot ) =
(1)
+
∂t
∂xj
∂xj Sct ∂xj
dt

4.1. Non-reacting spray characteristics
The validation of the computational setup is first carried out by
comparing the liquid penetration length (LPL) and vapor penetration
length (VPL) of the inert spray with the experimental data [5]. In the
present study, LPL is defined as the maximum axial distance between the
spray injector nozzle and the position where 95% of the total liquid mass
is observed. VPL is determined using the farthest downstream location of
0.1% fuel mass fraction [5]. A comparison of the measured and simu
lated LPL and VPL is shown in Fig. 2. The figure also shows the LPL and
VPL from three different mesh configurations as mentioned in Section 3.
As observed in Fig. 2, the LPL and VPL are overpredicted when mesh A is
used, whereas the computed LPL and VPL using meshes B and C show
good agreements with the experimental data, indicating that the main
liquid spray region has to be sufficiently refined.
4.2. Reacting spray characteristics

where ρ, uj , μt , and Sct denote the fluid density, flow speed, effective
turbulent viscosity, and turbulent Schmidt number, respectively, and
(
)
∂
∂
∂ μt ∂ϕN
1 dN soot
+
(ρϕN ) + (ρuj ϕN ) =
(2)
∂t
∂xj
∂xj Sct ∂xj
NA dt

The model validation is next carried out using the experimental IDT
and LOL of reacting sprays at O2 levels of 15% and 21%. The computed
IDT is defined as the time from start of injection to the time when the
maximum rate of maximum temperature rise in the domain occurs [13].
This definition is in accordance to the ECN recommendation [5]. LOL is
defined as the shortest distance between the injector and the down
stream location where the mass fraction of OH reaches 2% of its
maximum value [3]. A mesh sensitivity study is first performed for the
15% O2 case. As shown in Table 2, there are only small differences in the
predicted IDTs for different mesh configurations. The predicted LOLs,
which are time-averaged from 1 to 3 ms, show grid convergence for
mesh B where local refinement is used. In addition, the ratio of the
resolved turbulence kinetic energy to the total turbulence kinetic energy

where NA is the Avogadro number with a value of 6.022045 ×
1026 kmol− 1 .
The source term of Eq. (1), dMdtsoot , which denotes the net production of
soot mass, is expressed as follows:

(
)
dM soot
= MW c 100ωinc [C2 H2 ] + 2ωsg [C2 H2 ] − ωOH [OH] − ωO2 [O2 ]
dt

(5)

(3)

where MWc is the molecular weight of carbon atom. The first to fourth
terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (3) denote the rate of inception (ωinc ),
rate of surface growth rate (ωsg ), rate of oxidation by OH (ωOH ), and rate
of oxidation by O2 (ωO2 ). These reaction rates are calculated using the
global reaction step using the Arrhenius expression,
(
)
− Ta,i n,i
ωi = Ci T b,i exp
(4)
Ssoot
T

Table 1
Soot model constant values used in [32].

where Ci , T, Ta,i , and Ssoot denote the model constant, gas temperature,
activation temperature, and soot specific surface area, respectively. The
3

i

Description

Ci

b

Ta,i

n

inc.
sg

Inception
Surface growth

10000

0
0

21000
12100

0
0.5

OH
O2

Oxidation by OH
Oxidation by O2

0.36
10000

0.5
0.5

0
19778

1.0
1.0

14(p/pref )1.4
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conditions was reported to be 13.3 mm. In addition, similar over
prediction of LOL can be found in [15,42] where the simulation results
were compared against the measured LOL of 9.9 mm.
4.3. Temporal evolution of soot
The model performance in predicting the distribution of SVF is
assessed. Fig. 3 shows a comparison of predicted and measured temporal
evolution of SVF at three different time instances (0.9 ms, 1.2 ms,
and 1.5 ms) for the 15% O2 case. As depicted in Fig. 3, the distribution of
the predicted SVF shows good agreements with the experimental results.
The evolution of simulated and measured soot mass for the 15% and
21% O2 cases is shown in Fig. 4. In the experiment, the total soot mass is
only measured within the region from the nozzle to 67.2 mm down
stream along the axial direction. Hence, only the simulated soot within
this region is considered in the soot mass calculation. As shown in Fig. 4,
the LES result from the original soot model underpredicts the soot mass
by a factor of 10. This is because the soot model constants used in the
original soot model are calibrated for the URANS cases, as shown in
[32,44]. Hence, the soot model constans need to be recalibrated for the
LES case. The Csg constant in the surface growth model (cf. Table 1) is
tuned from 14 to 45 in order for the LES model to predict comparable
soot mass to the experimental data. From Fig. 4, both experimental and
LES results show a similar trend in their temporal evolution, in which
the soot mass increases rapidly to reach a peak and then decreases to
reach QSS. This phenomenon is referred to the soot spike in the current
study. It should be noted that the experimental results are ensembleaveraged from at least 5 individual events, while the simulations are
from a single realization. It is important to note that both the original
and tuned soot models are able to capture the formation of soot spike,
despite the underprediction of the absolute soot mass value in the former
case. This implies that the early soot evolution trend is less sensitive to
the change in soot model constants. In the present study, the research
goal is focused on the trend of early soot evolution instead of the ab
solute soot mass value. Hence, only the results from the original soot
model in both the LES and URANS cases are analyzed in the subsequent
sections.

VPL
LPL

Fig. 2. Liquid and vapour penetration lengths after start of injection (ASOI) for
different mesh configurations using LES.
Table 2
Mesh convergence in LES of reacting spray under 15% O2 ambient gas condition.
Case

IDT (ms)

LOL (mm)

Mesh A
Mesh B
Mesh C
Experiment [5]

0.318
0.330
0.320
0.400

24.2
17.2
16.4
16.0

in the spray region for mesh B is 84%, indicating that the flow is suffi
ciently resolved by the LES model [41]. To achieve a balance between
accuracy and computational efficiency, mesh B is used in all subsequent
simulations. For the 21% O2 case, the predicted IDT and LOL in mesh B
are 0.237 ms and 13.2 mm, respectively, which are comparable to the
measured IDT of 0.280 ms and measured LOL of 9.9 mm [5]. The relative
errors for the predicted IDT and LOL are 15.3% and 33.3%, respectively
in the 21% O2 case when mesh B is used. These values reduce to 17.5%
and 7.5%, respectively in the 15% O2 case. It is important to note that
the underpredictions of the IDTs were also reported in [14,42] where the
same reduced mechanism was used. Hence, the underprediction of IDT
is likely due to the reduced chemical kinetic mechanism used. The
overprediction of LOL for the case of 21% O2 is mainly due to experi
mental uncertainties. The simulated LOL in this case is close to the
measured LOL in [43] where the experimental LOL under the same

4.4. Soot spike
As discussed in the previous section, Fig. 4 shows that the current LES
model in the literature is able to capture the soot spike, despite using the
WSR model. Numerous simulations have shown to be unsuccessful in
capturing this soot spike for URANS simulation, unless certain TCI
models (e.g. RIF or TPDF with EMST) were applied [15,8]. To

Fig. 3. Comparison of the temporal evolution of predicted (top row) and measured (bottom row) soot volume fraction (SVF) under 15% O2. The LES simulation
results are iso-volume of SVF, while the experimental results are ensemble-averaged SVF from four individual injection events.
4
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Comparison of the temporal evolution of soot mass between experimental and simulated results under different O2 levels: (a) 15% O2, (b) 21% O2. Dashed
line is used to represent experimental results. Solid line denotes the simulation results with the original soot model. Dashed-dot line denotes the simulation results
with the tuned soot model.

investigate the mechanism behind the formation of the soot spike, LES
and URANS simulations are performed at 21% O2. It is also worth further
investigating whether the successful prediction of the soot spike in the
LES case is due to the sub-grid model. Therefore, an implicit LES case is
also performed, in which no LES sub-grid model is used. Validation re
sults of the non-reacting and reacting spray characteristics for the
URANS and implicit LES cases can be found in Appendix A. The asso
ciated predictions of LPL, VPL, IDT, and LOL are in good agreement with
the experimental data. It is also worth highlighting that URANS and
implicit LES cases are using the same WSR model as in the LES case.
Fig. 5(a) shows the evolution of LOL, which is one of the important
combustion characteristics that influence soot formation. One can see
that the LOLs for the LES and implicit LES cases are shorter than that for
the URANS case. As shown in Fig. 5(b), the soot spike is observed in both
the LES and implicit LES cases. The successful prediction of the soot
spike in the implicit LES case may be attributed by the fact that more
than 80% turbulent kinetic energy is resolved downstream from the
injector, where the soot is mainly formed. On ther other hand, the total
soot mass for the URANS case increases slowly to reach a QSS while no
soot spike is observed. This prediction is similar to those reported in
[7,8,15,34]. This implies that the URANS turbulence closure approach is

the main reason for the failed prediction of the soot spike formation. Due
to the similar prediction of the soot spike in the LES and implicit LES
cases, the subsequent analysis is only carried out for the LES and URANS
cases to shed light on the difference in the early soot mass prediction.
The analysis is solely focused on the 21% O2 case where the EGR effect is
not considered.
It is speculated in [8,15] that a steep gradient of mixture fraction (Z)
near the jet head contributes to the formation of the soot spike. Thus, a
comparison of the gradient of Z between the LES and URANS cases is
illustrated in Fig. 6 where a steep gradient of Z can be observed in both
the LES and URANS simulation results. Meanwhile, the gradients of Z in
both the LES and URANS simulations fall in the same order of magni
tude. Hence, a steep gradient of Z near the jet head may not be the main
explanation to the soot spike. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the LOL in the LES
case is shorter than that in the URANS case. This shorter LOL may result
in a larger favorable region for soot formation in the LES case. However,
it should be noted that the shorter LOL is not the only reason for the
larger favorable region for soot formation in the LES case. Closer ex
amination of Fig. 6 shows that the spray combustion region is radially
wider but penetrates to a shorter distance axially in the LES case. This
implies that the mixing process is slower in the LES case at this early

Fig. 5. Comparison of (a) the temporal evolution of lift-off length between LES, implicit LES, URANS, and experimental mean values and (b) soot mass evolution
between LES, implicit LES, URANS, and experimental mean values.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of gradient of mixture fraction (Z) between the LES and URANS cases. Black line is the iso-line of soot volume fraction of 10− 6, which envelops
the high soot volume fraction region.

combustion stage. It is expected that the slower mixing process in the
LES case will result in a larger favorable region for soot formation in the
LES case than that in the URANS case. This leads to a more rapid soot
formation in the LES case as shown in Fig. 5(b) before 0.8 ms ASOI. In
order to elucidate this, the distribution of the spray region are repre
sented as discrete probability density function (PDF) of equivalence
ratio (ϕ). Distributions of discrete PDF of local ϕ for the spray region at
different time instances (0.6 ms, 0.8 ms, and 1.2 ms) are shown in Fig. 7.
Only the CFD cells in a region of ϕ ranging from 0.8 to 2.5 with tem
perature of at least 1600 K are considered in the discrete PDF calculation
since no soot is observed below this temperature in this study. As
depicted in Fig. 7, the discrete PDF of ϕ is higher in the LES case than
that in the URANS case before 0.8 ms ASOI, which indicates that there
are more favorable regions for soot formation in the LES case. This can
be clearly seen in Fig. 5(b) where the soot mass increases rapidly in the
LES case but much slowly in the URANS case at the early time. At 1.2 ms,
the values of the discrete PDF in the URANS case are greater than those

t=0.8ms

t=1.2ms

Probability density function

t=0.6ms

in the LES case when the ϕ is larger than 1.8. This is evidently seen in
Fig. 6 where the region of SVF in the URANS case is slightly larger than
that in the LES case.
Fig. 8 shows the temporal evolution of the discrete PDF of ϕ for the
LES and URANS simulations. In Fig. 8(a), the discrete PDF of ϕ for
different time instances are almost identical when the ϕ is larger than
1.9. It is important to note that discrete PDF of ϕ at the favorable ϕ range
(i.e., ϕ larger than 1.5) for soot formation increases from 0.6 ms to
0.8 ms, and then decreases. This is hence likely the reason for the
observed soot spike at around 0.8 ms in Fig. 5(b). In Fig. 8(b), the
discrete PDF of ϕ at the favorable ϕ region for soot formation in the
URANS simulation continues to increase until to 2.2 ms. This agrees with
the associated temporal soot evolution results shown in Fig. 5(b) which
shows a steady increase in the soot mass instead of a soot spike.
The net soot mass production is a result of competition between the
soot formation and oxidation rates (cf. Eq. (3)). As these rates are
dependent on the mass fraction of soot precursors (C2H2 is selected as

Fig. 7. Discrete probability density function of equivalence ratio (ϕ) at three different time instances. The solid lines represent the mean diffusion flame temperature
conditional on ϕ. The bottom plots represent the mean soot volume fraction conditional on ϕ.
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Fig. 8. Temporal evolution of discrete PDF of equivalence ratio (ϕ) for (a) LES and (b) URANS cases.

the soot precursor in the present study) and oxidizer species, the mass of
C2H2 and OH in the domain are analyzed next. Fig. 9 shows the temporal
evolution of total mass of C2H2 and OH for both the LES and URANS
cases. As shown in Fig. 9(a), the total mass of C2H2 in the LES case in
creases rapidly and then reaches QSS; whereas it increases slowly but
continuously in the URANS case and reaches QSS later than the LES case.
This generally corresponds to the temporal evolution of favorable region
for soot formation in both LES and URANS cases as depicted earlier in
Fig. 8. Furthermore, the temporal evolution of the total mass of C2H2
could explain the difference of the total soot mass between the LES and
URANS cases, where the total soot mass increases rapidly to reach QSS in
the LES case but slowly reaches to QSS in the URANS case. Fig. 9(b)
shows that the total mass of OH increases with time. It is observed that
the total mass of OH in the LES case is higher than that in the URANS
case. This could be explained by the fact that the high temperature,
reacting zone in the LES case is thicker than that in the URANS case due
to the presence of large-scale wrinkled flame surfaces as shown in Fig. 6.
The temporal evolution of the net soot production rates for the LES
and URANS simulations are illustrated in Fig. 10. The rate is given as the
volume-averaged rate which are also highly dependent on soot-related
species concentration and surface area of soot. As the total mass of
C2H2 stabilizes, the formation rate can no longer increase and, thus,
stabilizes at around 0.75 ms. The time when C2H2 mass and the

Fig. 10. Volume-averaged reaction rate of net soot production rate for LES
and URANS.

formation rate reach QSS corresponds to one another. However,
oxidation rates are still increasing due to the increasing OH mass. This
implies that the oxidation process becomes more dominant than the

(a)

(b)

URANS

QSS

URANS

QSS

Fig. 9. Temporal evolution of (a) total mass of C2H2 and (b) total mass of OH for LES and URANS cases.
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formation process after the stabilization of the C2H2 mass. As shown in
Fig. 10, one can see that the net soot mass production rate in the LES case
becomes negative after the total mass of C2H2 reaches QSS. This can be
explained by the fact that LES produces more OH. It is also known that
the LES model is better than URANS in capturing more detailed flow
structures (e.g., large-scale vortex structures in the shear layer of the fuel
jets) which lead to a more accurate prediction in local mixing [45,46].
With a better prediction in the flow structures, the LES model is able to
more accurately capture the air entrainment and the local mixing be
tween the air and soot. These collectively lead to a higher oxidation rate
in the LES case. The negative value of the net soot production rate im
plies that the oxidation rate overtakes the formation rate, which
consequently results in a decrease in the soot mass. Hence, a spike is
observed in the LES case. However, the oxidation rate cannot increase
further because the effective contacting area between soot and oxidizer
decreases after the oxidation process becomes more dominant than the
formation process, thus yielding a decrease in oxidation rate in return.
Eventually, the formation and oxidation rates reach a dynamic balance,
which leads to the total soot mass achieving QSS. On the other hand, the
net soot mass production rate does not go negative obviously after the
total mass of C2H2 reaches QSS in the URANS simulation. The soot mass
does not form a spike due to the low formation rate at the early time. In
addition, the oxidation rate does not overtake the formation rate due to
the low OH mass after the formation rate reaches QSS. Hence, the for
mation rate and oxidation rate gradually reach a balance after the for
mation rate reaches QSS as shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 11. Liquid and vapour penetration for URANS.

decrease in the total soot mass. Hence, a soot spike is formed in the LES
case. A dynamic balance between the soot formation and oxidation
processes is attained as the oxidation rate is unable to increase contin
uously due to the decrease in the soot mass. The absence of soot spike in
the URANS case is mainly due to the low OH mass produced relative to
the production of C2H2. This results in a gradual balance between the
soot formation and oxidation processes rather than a sudden shift in the
dominant soot process as observed in the LES case.

5. Conclusions
In this study, the early evolution of soot in the spray flame of Spray A
configuration from the Engine Combustion Network (ECN) is simulated
using both the large eddy simulation (LES) and Unsteady Reynolds
Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) models in conjunction with a twoequation phenomenological soot model.
The evolution of the soot mass during the early time has two key
characteristics: first, the soot mass increases rapidly; second, the soot
mass reaches a peak and then decreases forming a soot spike. By
coupling with the well stirred reactor (WSR), the LES approach is able to
capture the transient behavior of soot mass evolution observed in the
experiment. However, the transient behavior is not captured by the
URANS method. The turbulence closure method is likely the reason for
the unsuccessful prediction in soot transient behavior. The reason for the
rapidly increasing of soot mass in the LES case is due to that the favor
able region of equivalence ratio (ϕ > 1.5) and temperature
(T > 1800 K) for soot formation in the LES case is larger than that in the
URANS case during the early time. This favorable region observed in the
LES case increases and then decreases to reach a quasi-steady state
(QSS). Conversely, the favorable region observed in the URANS case
continues to increase. The total mass of soot precursor in the LES case
reaches the QSS much earlier than that in the URANS case. Hence, a
rapid increase in the soot mass is observed in the LES case. The forma
tion rate does not increase continuously after the soot precursor reaches
a plateau, whereas the oxidation rate due to OH radicals continues to
increase significantly in the LES case. This leads to the oxidation process
being more dominant than the formation process, which results in a
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Appendix A. Validation of spray characteristics for URANS
As described in Section 4.4, a URANS case and an implicit LES case are compared to the LES case to investigate the underlying mechanism of soot
spike. Validations of non-reacting and reacting spray characteristics for URANS cases with mesh A are presented here. The non-reacting cases here use
the identical ambient conditions as that of the LES case described in Section 4.1. Note that the stripping breakup constant in the Reitz-Diwakar model
[24] and the constant C2 in the realizable k − ε model [47] are calibrated to 8 and 1.8, respectively. For the implicit LES case, the computational setup
is the same as in the LES case except that the sub-grid LES model is turned off. As depicted in Fig. 11, both VPL and LPL show a good agreement with the
experimental data [5]. The reacting cases here employ the same ambient conditions as the LES case at 21% O2. The IDT and LOL predicted by the
8
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URANS are 0.30 ms and 17.6 mm, while the corresponding experiment results are 0.28 ms and 9.9 mm. Although the present simulated LOL is greater
than experiment, it is almost identical to the predicted LOL in [15]. For the reacting case of implicit LES case, the simulated IDT and LOL are 0.23 ms
and 14.4 mm, respectively.
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